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1 Congestion-Balanced and Welfare-Maximized
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3 Qiang Tang , Kezhi Wang , Kun Yang , Senior Member, IEEE, and Yuan-sheng Luo

4 Abstract—With the increase of the number of electric vehicles (EVs), it is of vital importance to develop the efficient and effective

5 charging scheduling schemes for all the EVs. In this article, we aim to maximize the social welfare of all the EVs, charging stations

6 (CSs) and power plant (PP), by taking into account the changing demand of each EV, the changing price, the capacity and the

7 congestion balance between different CSs. To this end, two efficient scheduling algorithms, i.e., Centralized Charging Strategy (CCS)

8 and Distributed Charging Strategy (DCS) are proposed. CCS has a slightly better performance than the DCS, as it takes all the

9 information and make the decision in the central control unit. On the other hand, DCS dose not require the private information from EVs

10 and can make decentralized decision. Extensive simulation are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, in

11 terms of the performance, congestion balance, and computing complexity.

12 Index Terms—Social welfare maximization, congestion balance, charging strategy, electric vehicle

Ç

13 1 INTRODUCTION

14 WITH the increase of greenhouse effect, many countries
15 have set policies and developed several projects to
16 improve the penetration of EVs in their daily lives. In the
17 past ten years, the global stock of battery electric vehicles
18 (BEVs) has passed more than 5 million, with the growth
19 rate 63 percent from the previous year [1]. It is foreseen that
20 the number of EVs will break through 200 million in 2030. It
21 is therefore of vital importance to design the effective and
22 efficient scheduling algorithm for EVs to find the suitable
23 charging station, meanwhile increase their satisfaction and
24 reduce the congestion.
25 Let us first consider the charging scenario in Fig. 1, where
26 several EVs need to be charged at the same time, but there
27 are only 4 charging stations (CSs) available. We assume
28 there are a central unit (CU) to make the scheduling deci-
29 sion and one power plant (PP) to generate electricity for all
30 the charging stations. One can see that if the charging deci-
31 sion is not made properly, congestion will happen between
32 different CSs and result in the following situations:

33 � Unbalanced service time of charging stations: In gen-
34 eral, the CSs with the heavy charging load cost more

35time for charging all the queued EVs compared to
36the CSs with less charging load.
37� Wasting of resources: Unbalanced service time cau-
38ses some CSs overloaded and others underutilized
39in the long term, which wastes the charging resour-
40ces for all the EVs.
41� Additional investment: Unbalanced charging load
42among CSs may result in the administrative depart-
43ment to build more CSs or expand the capacity of
44existing CSs to avoid congestion.
45Recently, although direct current (DC) fast charging tech-
46nology can help complete the charging demand in 30minutes
47[3], which decreases charging time for the EVs, it cannot
48address the unbalanced charging congestions among the
49CSs. It is therefore of great importance to design the effective
50changing strategy to balance charging demand andmaximize
51the overall utility function of EVs, CSs and PP, by taking into
52consideration the changing demand of each EV, the charging
53price, the capacity and congestion balance between different
54CSs. Themain contributions of this paper are:

55� We first define the congestion equation for each CS,
56and then give the utility functions of all the EVs, CSs
57and PP. Next, the social welfare maximization are
58proposed, by taking into consideration of changing
59demand of each EV, the price, the capacity and con-
60gestion balance between different CSs. Then, we
61present the centralized charging strategy (CCS) and
62the distributed charging strategy (DCS) to address
63the proposed problem.
64� In CCS, the optimization problem is divided into two
65parts. In the first part, EVs are distributed to the CSs
66in a centralized way, which can balance the conges-
67tions among different CSs and meanwhile minimize
68the driving cost between each EV and CS. In the sec-
69ondpart, all the charging capacities andpower supply
70are optimized in closed-form by using Lagrangian
71dualmethod.
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of72 � In DCS, two stages are proposed. In the first stage,

73 Each EV obtains the updated information from the
74 CSs in real-time, and then selects the best CS, which
75 can not only balance congestions among the CSs, but
76 also minimize the driving distance. In the second
77 stage, a distributed method is proposed to optimize
78 the charging demands, charging capacities and
79 power supply from PP.
80 � We compare our proposed solutions with the bench-
81 mark schemes, including exhaustive search strategy,
82 cross entropy method and multi-agent game solu-
83 tion. We show the advantages of our proposed CCS
84 and DCS from several aspects, i.e., performance, con-
85 gestion balance and execution time.
86 The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Rela-
87 ted work is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, system model
88 and optimization problem are introduced. In Section 4, the
89 centralized strategy, i.e., CCS is presented. In Section 5, the
90 distributed strategy, i.e., DCS is proposed. Section 6 shows
91 the performance evaluation, followed by Section 7, where we
92 summarize thewholework.

93 2 RELATED WORK

94 For EV charging scheme, some research applied charging
95 load to adjust the operation status of power grid, where sev-
96 eral indexes of power grid can be optimized, such as smooth
97 load curve [4], power grid frequency, power grid voltage as
98 well as improving uncertainty of power grid operation [5].
99 However, the above work mainly focused on the time

100 dimension for scheduling EVs, instead of the spatial dimen-
101 sion. From the perspective of EVs, it is important for them
102 to decide and choose the best CSs to charge. There are some
103 other research which studied the scheduling problem in
104 spatial dimension.
105 In [6], a mechanism was proposed by Bayram et al. to
106 schedule the charging behaviours of EVs to avoid the con-
107 gested CSs. The Stackelberg game was applied to balance
108 the charging requirements. In [7], an intention-aware rout-
109 ing system was presented by Weerdt et al. to predict the
110 queuing time in order to reduce the expected journey time
111 for the EVs. In [8], a dynamic pricing strategy was proposed
112 by Xu et al. to reduce the queuing delay of EVs at the CSs,
113 but no specific optimization model was put forwarded in
114 this paper. In [9], a strategy was introduced by Malik et al.
115 to minimize the queuing time of EVs at the CS, but the con-
116 gestion balance among different CSs were not considered.
117 In [10], Moghaddam et al. presented a smart charging

118strategy for multiple options for the EV to minimize the
119charging time, travel time and charging cost. Cao et al. in
120[11] predicted the charging availability of CSs, and EVs’
121charging requests can be reserved at the specific CS recom-
122mended by the controller. Laha et al. proposed a game the-
123ory method for EVs to select the CSs with the consideration
124of locations [12], and by selecting the CS with appropriate
125price and distance, the charging cost of EVs can be mini-
126mized. Liu et al. in [13] studied a deep reinforcement learn-
127ing based solution to scheduling the charging behaviours of
128EVs. The total overhead of EVs including time and charging
129fares was optimized. In [14], a smart energy management
130framework was proposed by Zhou et al. to reduce the charg-
131ing cost and improve the quality of service of EV charging.
132In [15], Tang et al. proposed a smart charging strategy to
133minimize the average charging time of CSs with the assis-
134tance of discharging some EVs. Ammous et al. in [16] pro-
135posed a charging route optimization scheme, which jointly
136minimized the transit time and charging cost of the EVs. Li
137et al. in [17] proposed a charging navigation routing strategy
138based on V2V. By optimizing the route and staying position
139of charge and discharge EVs, the pairing of charge and dis-
140charge EVs can be formed.
141In addition to optimizing the utility function for EVs,
142researchers also proposed to optimize the activities for CSs.
143In [18], stochastic queuing models were employed by Wong
144et al. for the network of public CSs, and with the introduc-
145tion of some appropriate charging fees, the charging net-
146work can achieve the socially optimal congestion balance.
147Mohsenian-Rad et al. in [19] formulated the stochastic opti-
148mization problem of time-of-use pricing to study how
149uncertain departure time can affect the charging schedule
150of EVs. Lee et al. in [20] studied a price competition problem
151among the CSs with renewable power generators by using
152the game theory. Zhang et al. in [21] proposed a dynamic
153programming framework to obtain an optimal charging
154strategy for the EVs at the parking-lots with consideration
155of the stochastic arrival and departure time of the EVs. In
156order to maximize the utility of CSs, an online and model-
157free reinforcement learning method was proposed by Wang
158et al. in [22], which makes the profit of CSs achieve 138 per-
159cent higher than the benchmark algorithms. In [23], to maxi-
160mize the CSs’ profit, a tandem queuing network model was
161proposed by Wang et al. to optimize EVs’ admission control,
162pricing and charging scheduling for CSs. In [24], Faridimehr
163et al. proposed a two-stage stochastic programming model
164to optimize the charging network of CSs, and also a sam-
165ple average approximation method was adopted to solve
166this problem for large-scale instances. In [25], an optimal
167pricing scheme was studied by Zhang et al. to minimize the
168dropping rate of the charging service, where the CSs were
169modelled as queuing network with multiple servers and
170heterogeneous service rates.
171Some researchers also studied the optimization of the
172social utility (also known as social welfare), which focused
173on maximizing the utility of all the participating entities. In
174[26], Tucker et al. proposed an online pricing mechanism to
175reserve park and charge spot for the EVs. Alinia et al. in [27]
176studied the charging scenario with limited charging capac-
177ity of the CSs and uncertainty of the arrivals of the EVs. The
178social welfare maximization problem was formulated and

Fig. 1. Unbalanced charging problem.
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179 solved approximately. In [28], Wang et al. researched a four-
180 stage charging game of EVs in a smart community and all
181 the parties in the energy network can obtain their optimal
182 strategies. In [29], the charging network consisting of public
183 CSs with different service options were proposed by Mora-
184 dipari et al. By assigning EVs to the best CSs, the social wel-
185 fare objective function was optimized.
186 There are also other related issues were considered, such
187 as safety and V2G (vehicle to grid) networks, etc. In [30],
188 Zhou et al. proposed a secure V2G energy trading frame-
189 work, and based on which, the EVs’ charging scheme was
190 implemented. In [31], Zhou et al. researched the demand
191 response mechanism for EVs’ networks, where the energy
192 trading among EVs was kept safe by a consortium block-
193 chain. Additionally, in [32], Yu et al. studied the energy net-
194 work of EVs, which used V2G technology to supply power
195 to multiple districts and showed that the mobility of the
196 symmetrical EVs’ energy network can balance the power
197 demand of different districts.
198 By analysing the above research work, we did not find
199 the studies that considered the social warfare utility of all
200 the EVs, CSs as well as PP, and meanwhile taking the con-
201 gestion between CSs into account, to design the scheduling
202 schemes for all the EVs. Next, we will show the proposed
203 problem and the solutions.

204 3 SYSTEM MODEL

205 In this section, we introduce the system model. We first
206 summarize the main notations in Table 1.

207 3.1 Congestion Definition

208 We assume one charging pile can only charge one EV at a
209 time. Then, the congestion rate of the charging station for
210 the jth CS can be defined as:

conj ¼
Nj �Npile

j

Nj
; (1)

212212

213where the above equation can be explained as: 1) when
214Nj � Npile

j , the conj is the probability of congestion, and 2)
215when Nj < Npile

j , the conj is a value that indicating the
216degree of no queuing chance. One can also see that
217conj 2 ð�1;þ1Þwith Nj varying from 0 to þ1.
218Since the congestion or queuing affects the waiting time
219of EVs, we can define the weighting coefficient rj as follows:

rj ¼
2

1þ NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

1� conj

� �� 1; (2)

221221

222where NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

is a constant and shows the average number

223of EVs on each charging pile. According to (1), one can have
2241 > conj � �1, then one can also have rj 2 �1;þ1ð Þ. After
225some manipulation, one can further obtain:

rj ¼

PN

i¼1 sij
N

pile
j

� NPM

j¼1 N
pile
jPN

i¼1 sij
N

pile
j

þ NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

; (3)

227227

228where
PN

i¼1 sij is the number of EVs that is charged on the
229jth charging station.

2303.2 Utility Functions

231The utility function of PP can be defined as:

Upp ¼ ppp
XM
j¼1

Lcs
j � aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c

� �
; (4)

233233

234where ppp
PM

j¼1 L
cs
j is the revenue from selling

PM
j¼1 L

cs
j kWh

235electricity at the price ppp; aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c is the cost func-
236tion of power generation, which is widely used in the litera-
237tures [33], [34].
238Then, the utility function of jth CS can be defined as:

Ucs
j ¼ pcsj

XN
i¼1

sijxi � pppLcs
j ; (5)

240240

241where pcsj
PN

i¼1 sijxi is the revenue from charging
PN

i¼1 sijxi

242kWh at the charge rate of pcsj ; p
ppLcs

j is the cost of purchasing

243Lcs
j kWh from the power plant at the price ppp.

244Then, the utility function of ith EV can be defined as:

Uev
i ¼

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi � pcsj xi � plastdijb
� �� �

:

(6) 246246

247

248The above Uev
i includes three parts, which can be

249explained as follows:
250Part 1: m� rj

� �
ri lnxi is a weighted charging satisfaction

251function. The term lnxi has been widely used in the litera-
252tures [5], [35]. Although it is different from some literature
253like [33], lnxi satisfies the two properties in [33]: 1) utility
254function is non-decreasing; 2) marginal profit is non-
255increasing. Also, ri represents the weight of each user

TABLE 1
Notations

Symbol Description

N;M the number of EVs and CSs, respectively.
SN; SM the sets of 1; 2; . . . ; Nf g and 1; 2; . . . ;Mf g,

respectively.
ri the charging satisfaction weight of EVi.
m the parameter of congestion weight of CS.
b average energy consumption b kWh for 1 km.
plast last charging price.
xi the charging demand of EVi.
sij the decision variable of EVi selecting CSj.
dij Manhattan distance from EVi to CSj.
Lpp power generation capacity of PP.
ppp electricity price of PP for 1 kWh.
a; b; c parameters of electricity generation cost.
Lcs
j the charging load capacity of CSj.

pcsj the charging price of CSj for 1 kWh.

Npile
j the number of charging piles of CSj.

Nj the number of EVs selecting CSj.

Lcs the vector of Lcs
j jj 2 SM

n o
.

x the vector of xiji 2 SNf g.
s theM �N matrix contains all the variables sij.

pcs the vector of pcsj jj 2 SM

n o
.

TANG ET AL.: CONGESTION-BALANCED ANDWELFARE-MAXIMIZED CHARGING STRATEGIES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES 3
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256 regarding the charging satisfaction. Different users may
257 have different weights because they have different views on
258 charging. In addition, m� rj

� �
represents the congestion

259 weight of the jth charging station. Larger conj also leads to
260 bigger rj, and then result in the smaller congestion weight
261 as well as the lower charging satisfaction. One can see that
262 the above definition is also consistent with the real situation.
263 This is because if the number of EVs in the charging station
264 is larger, the waiting time for charging is longer, thus may
265 decrease the charging satisfaction. Also, parameter m repre-
266 sents the congestion weight dilution factor. The larger m
267 may lead to smaller difference of charging satisfaction
268 caused by congestion.
269 Part 2: pcsj xi is the cost of charging xikWh at price pcsj .
270 Part 3: plastdijb is the cost of driving distance of dij; b is
271 the power consumption per distance unit and plast is the
272 charging price of last time, which is set fixed for all the EVs
273 for simplicity.

274 3.3 Problem Formulation

275 We formulate the social welfare maximization problem as
276 follows:

P1 max
Lpp;ppp;Lcs;s;x;pcs

Upp þ
XM
j¼1

Ucs
j þ

XN
i¼1

Uev
i

s:t: C1 : Lpp �
XM
j¼1

Lcs
j ;

C2 : Lcs
j �

XN
i¼1

sijxi; j 2 SM

C3 :
XM
j¼1

sij ¼ 1; i 2 SN

C4 : sij 2 0; 1f g; j 2 SM ; i 2 SN

C5 : xmax
i � xi � xmin

i ; i 2 SN

C6 : pcsj � 0; ppp � 0; j 2 SM;

278278

279 where C1 means the total capacity of power plant Lpp

280 should be larger than the total requirement of all the CSs;
281 C2 denotes that the total charging capacity of the jth charg-
282 ing station of Lcs

j should be larger than all the charging
283 demands of EVs choosing this charging station; C3 means
284 that each EV selects only one CS for charging; C4 shows
285 that the charging decision variable sij is the binary variable;
286 C5 is the constraint for charging demand of each EV; C6
287 means that the charging price pcsj and the electricity price
288 ppp should be non-negative.
289 By applying (4), (5) and (6) into P1, one can have:

P2 min
Lpp;s;x

aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c
� �

�
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi � plastdijb
� �� � !

s:t: C3; C4; C5; C7 ;
291291

292 where the constraint C6 is removed. As the variable Lcs
j is

293 not shown in the objective function, one can apply con-
294 straint C7 according to C1 and C2 as follows:

Lpp �
XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1

sijxi: (7)
296296

297

298One can see that P2 is a MINLP and is difficult to tackle in
299general. Although some literatures have proposed standard
300methods [36], such as branch and boundmethod, these algo-
301rithms have very high complexity, especially in the large-
302scale scenario. Next, we will introduce centralized solution,
303i.e, CCS as well as decentralized solutions, i.e., DCS.

3044 CENTRALIZED CHARGING STRATEGY

3054.1 Charging Station Selection

306In this subsection, we first tackle the integer variables
307sijji 2 SN; j 2 SM

� �
in P2. We define two functions to

308express the objective of P2 as follows:

f1ðsijÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi

� �
; (8)

310310

311and

f2ðsijÞ ¼ �
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sijplastdijb
� �

: (9)

313313

314Next, we introduce methods to maximize f1ðsijÞ and f2ðsijÞ
315respectively. Note that we use f1 and f2 to denote f1ðsijÞ
316and f2ðsijÞ for simplicity, respectively.

3174.1.1 Maximization of f1
318We first analyse the properties of f1 as follows.

319Lemma 1. In order to maximize f1, every EV should select the
320CS which can maximize contribution to the increase of f1.

321Proof. It is obvious that EVi should select the CS, which can

322produce an maximal increment Df
ðiÞ
1 of f1. Then, one can

323have the maximum value of f1 as f
max
1 ¼PN

i¼1 maxDf
ðiÞ
1 .tu

324Lemma 2. In order to maximize the Df
ðiÞ
1 , the EVi should select

325the CS with the minimalNj=N
pile
j .

326Proof. Assume the i-th EV selects the j-thCS,where it already
327hasNj EVs here. Then the parameter rj can be given as:

rj ¼ 1�
2NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

Nj

N
pile
j

þ NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

0
BB@

1
CCA: (10)

329329

330According to (8), the i-th EV should select the CS with the
331minimal rj to maximize Df

ðiÞ
1 . Then, one can see that we

332can select CS with the minimal Nj=N
pile
j to get the maxi-

333mal Df
ðiÞ
1 . tu

334Lemma 3. In the CS selection process, the difference between the

335maximum and minimum value of Nj=N
pile
j jj 2 SM

n o
should

336be less than 1=Npile
jmin, where Npile

jmin is the minimal number of
337charging piles among all the CSs.

338Proof. Without loss of generality, we sort the numbers of

339charging piles as Npile
1 � Npile

2 � . . . � Npile
M . Then we

340haveNpile
jmin ¼ Npile

1 .

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
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341 If the first EV selects the CS, it will select the M-th CS
342 according to Lemma 2. Then we have the order as:

0

Npile
1

� 0

Npile
2

� . . . � 1

Npile
M

: (11)

344344

345 One can find

1

Npile
M

� 0

Npile
1

� 1

Npile
jmin

: (12)

347347

348 If the second EV selects the CS, one can get the same con-
349 clusion as above.
350 Assume that the k-th EV selects the CS and then we
351 have the order as:

N1

Npile
1

� N2

Npile
2

� . . . � NM

Npile
M

; (13)

353353

354 and we also have

NM

Npile
M

� N1

Npile
1

� 1

Npile
jmin

: (14)

356356

357 Then if the ðkþ 1Þth EV selects the CS, there exist two
358 situations:
359 (a) if the condition:

N1

Npile
1

þ 1

Npile
1

>
NM

Npile
M

; (15)

361361

362 is satisfied, the sorting is changed and one can have:

N1

Npile
1

þ 1

Npile
1

� N2

Npile
2

<
1

Npile
jmin

: (16)

364364

365

366 (b) if the condition:

N1

Npile
1

þ 1

Npile
1

� NM

Npile
M ;

(17)

368368

369 is satisfied, one can also have:

NM

Npile
M

� N2

Npile
2

<
1

Npile
jmin

: (18)

371371

372 Therefore, the Lemma 3 is proved. tu
373 Theorem 1. If sijji 2 SN; j 2 SM

� �
is determined, the values of

374 Nj=N
pile
j jj 2 SM

n o
is bounded by:

T ¼ NPM
j¼1 N

pile
j

� 1

Npile
jmin

;
NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

þ 1

Npile
jmin

" #
; (19)

376376

377 and the optimal value of Nj=N
pile
j is close to NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

.

378 Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume the order of
379 Nj=N

pile
j as:

N1

Npile
1

� N2

Npile
2

� . . . � NM

Npile
M

; (20)

381381

382 according to which, one can also get the following
383 inequality:

N1

Npile
1

�
PM

j¼1 NjPM
j¼1 N

pile
j

� NM

Npile
M

: (21)

385385

386In the Lemma 3, we have:

N1

Npile
1

� NM

Npile
M

� 1

Npile
jmin;

(22)

388388

389then one can further get:

NPM
j¼1 N

pile
j

� 1

Npile
jmin

� N1

Npile
1

; (23)

391391

392and

NPM
j¼1 N

pile
j

þ 1

Npile
jmin

� NM

Npile
M

; (24)

394394

395where N ¼PM
j¼1 Nj. Then we can prove that Nj=N

pile
j is

396bounded by (19). In addition, when Npile
jmin and the num-

397ber of EVs N is large, one can have:

NPM
j¼1 N

pile
j

� 1

Npile
jmin

 !
� NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

þ 1

Npile
jmin

 !
; (25)

399399

400which means the values of Nj=N
pile
j jj 2 SM

n o
equal to

401each other, and is close to NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

for all the CSs. In this

402case, it is also found that the congestion conj between

each CS can be also balanced, which is consistent to the

real-world scenario. tu

4034.1.2 Maximization of f2

404To maximize f2, one can see that all the EVs should select
405the nearest CSs to reduce the travelling distance to the CSs.
406However, if all the EVs select the nearest CSs, the maximal
407value of f1 is affected. In order to maximize both f1 and f2,
408the following heuristic algorithm is proposed.

4094.1.3 Heuristic Algorithm

410To maximize the f1 and f2, the values of Nj=N
pile
j jj 2 SM

n o
411should comply with the Theorem 1, and the sum of all
412the travelling distances for all the EVs should also be
413minimized. Then, the heuristic algorithm is presented in
414Algorithm 1.
415In line 1 of Algorithm 1, all the distances are sorted by
416ascending order, and the value of N=

PM
j¼1 N

pile
j is calcu-

417lated. From line 2 to line 8, according to the order of dis-
418tance, each EV is assigned to a suitable CS. For each CS, its
419Nj should be less than the NearestintegerðAve �Npile

j Þ,
420where the NearestintegerðzÞ is a function to get the nearest
421integer of z. From line 9 to line 21, for the EVs which do not
422select any CS will be assigned to the suitable CSs in the end.

4234.2 Optimal Charging Demand

424When the integer variable s is determined, P2 becomes the
425convex problem w.r.t Lpp and xi as

TANG ET AL.: CONGESTION-BALANCED ANDWELFARE-MAXIMIZED CHARGING STRATEGIES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES 5
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P3 min
Lpp;x

aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c
� �

�
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi � plastdijb
� �� � !

s:t: C5;C7
427427

428

429 P3 can be solved by applying the interior point method
430 with the help of CVX toolbox [37]. However, the complexity
431 of the above method may be high. Next, we obtain the
432 closed-form solution by applying the Lagrangian method as
433 follows

L Lpp; xi; �ð Þ
xmin
i
�xi�xmax

i

¼ aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c
� �

�

XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi � plastdijb
� �� � !

þ

�
XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1

sijxi � Lpp

 !
:

(26)

435435

436

437 One can see that solving P3 is equivalent to minimizing
438 L Lpp; xi; �ð Þ. By taking the first derivative with respect to
439 Lpp and xi, and equate the results to zero, one can get

Lpp	 ¼ �� b

2a
: (27)

441441

442 and

x	i ¼
xmin
i ; if

m�rjð Þri
� < xmin

i
m�rjð Þri

� ; if
m�rjð Þri

� 2 xmin
i ; xmax

i

� 	
xmax
i ; if

m�rjð Þri
� > xmax

i

8>>><
>>>:

: (28)

444444

445

446 We put the EVs whose charging demands are the bound-
447 ary values such as xmin

i or xmax
i into the set SN 0 . Then, we

448 further put (27) and (28) into (26), and the dual function of
449 L Lpp; xi; �ð Þ can be obtained as

g �ð Þ ¼ ��2 þ 2�b� b2

4a
þ c


 �
�

XN
i¼1;i =2 SN 0

XM
j¼1

sij u ln
u

�
� plastdijb

� �� � !
�

XN
i¼1;i2SN 0

XM
j¼1

sij u lnxi � plastdijb
� �� � !

þ

�
XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1;i2SN 0

sijxi þ
XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1;i =2 SN 0

siju

0
@

1
A;

(29)

451451

452 where u ¼ m� rj
� �

ri and gð�Þ is a concave function. By tak-
453 ing the first derivative of the above equation and equate the
454 result to zero, one can get

@g �ð Þ
@�
¼ �2 � �b� 2�a

XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1;i2SN 0

sijxi

0
@

1
A

� 2a
XN

i¼1;i =2 SN 0

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri
� � ¼ 0:

(30)

456456

457Then, we have:

�	 ¼ �h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 � 4k
p

2
; (31)

459459

460where h is:

h ¼ �b� 2a
XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1;i2SN 0

sijxi

0
@

1
A; (32)

462462

463and k is

k ¼ �2a
XN

i¼1;i =2 SN 0

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri
� � !

: (33)

465465

466According to the function @g �ð Þ
@� , one can see that if � ¼ 0,

467
@g �ð Þ
@� � 0, which means the optimal value of � is non-

468positive. This violates the range constraint of Lagrange mul-
469tipliers. Then the optimal value of � can be obtained as

�	 ¼ �hþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 � 4k
p

2
: (34)

471471

472

473Based on the above analysis, we propose the algorithm to
474solve P3 as Algorithm 2.

475Algorithm 1. CS Selection Algorithm

476Input:DIS ¼ dijji 2 SN; j 2 SM

� �
, Npile

j jj 2 SM

n o
477Output: s
4781 sortDIS by ascending and let Ave N=

PM
j¼1 N

pile
j ;

4792 for k ¼ 1 to N �M do
4803 get EV id i and CS id j ofDISðkÞ;
4814 if

PN
i¼1 sij <Nearest integer(Ave �Npile

j ) then
4825 sij  1; sip  0; 8p 2 SM; p 6¼ j;
4836 break;
4847 end
4858 end
4869 if

PM
j¼1
PN

i¼1 sij < N then

48710 for i ¼ 1 toN do

48811 if
PM

j¼1 sij ¼ 0 then

48912 for k ¼ 1 to N �M do
49013 get EV id u and CS id v ofDISðkÞ;
49114 if u ¼ i and

PN
i¼1 siv < Ave �Npile

v then

49215 siv  1; sip  0; 8p 2 SM; p 6¼ v;
49316 break;
49417 end
49518 end
49619 end
49720 end
49821 end
49922 return s.
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500 Algorithm 2. Optimal Charging Demand and Capacity

501 Input: s; a; b; c;m; ri; plast; dij;b; x
max
i ; xmin

i

502 Output: Lpp	; x	i
503 1 Initialize all Lpp; xi;
504 2 repeat
505 3 calculate optimal Lpp by calling (27);
506 4 calculate optimal xi by calling (28);
507 5 calculate optimal � by calling (34);
508 6 calculate L Lpp; xi; �ð Þ;
509 7 until all charging demand xi are not changed
510 8 return Lpp	; x	i .

511 Then, the overall algorithm of CCS is as Algorithm 3.

512 Algorithm 3. Overall Algorithm for CCS

513 Input: a; b; c;m; ri; plast; dij;b; x
max
i ; xmin

i ; DIS ¼
514 dijji 2 SN; j 2 SM

� �
, Npile

j jj 2 SM

n o
515 Output: s; Lpp	; x	i
516 1 calling Algorithm 1 to get the optimal s;
517 2 calling Algorithm 2 to get the optimal Lpp and xi;
518 3 return s; Lpp	; x	i .

519 It is worth noting that some variables in P1 are not
520 addressed, such as Lcs

j , p
cs
j and ppp. These variables are not

521 included in the objective function of P2, and we can define
522 their values arbitrarily in their value ranges. For example,
523 we can make Lcs	

j ¼
PN

i¼1 sijxi, which does not effect the
524 optimal value of P1.

525 Algorithm 4. CS Selection Algorithm (EV Part)

526 Input: rjjj 2 SM

� �
, Ave N=

PM
j¼1 N

pile
j , Npile

j jj 2 SM

n o
,

527 DISi ¼ dijjj 2 SM

� �
528 Output: sijjj 2 SM

� �
529 1 receive the updatedNj in real time;
530 2 sortDISi in ascending order;
531 3 for k ¼ 1 toM do
532 4 getDISiðkÞ, store CS id into j;
533 5 if Nj < Nearest integerðAve �Npile

j Þ then
534 6 sij  1, sip  0; 8p 2 SM; p 6¼ j;
535 7 break;
536 8 end
537 9 end
538 10 if

PM
u¼1 siu ¼ 0 then

539 11 for k ¼ 1 toM do
540 12 getDISiðkÞ, store CS id into j;
541 13 if Nj < Ave �Npile

j then
542 14 sij  1, sip  0; 8p 2 SM; p 6¼ j;
543 15 break;
544 16 end
545 17 end
546 18 end
547 19 send CS selection sijjj 2 SM

� �
to CSs;

548 20 return sijjj 2 SM

� �
.

549 In CCS, one can see that all the parameters of EV and CS
550 should be sent and known by central control centre. But in
551 real life, some private information is not provided such as
552 the charging satisfaction weight ri for the privacy concerns.
553 Therefore, next, we will introduce a distributed charging
554 strategy, i.e., DCS.

5555 DISTRIBUTED CHARGING STRATEGY

556For the DCS, two stages are introduced. In the first stage
557(i.e., Stage-I), the EVs select the suitable charging stations
558separately according to Theorem 1, in order to determine
559sijji 2 SN; j 2 SM

� �
. In the second stage (i.e., Stage-II), other

560continuous variables are addressed.

5615.1 Stage-I of DCS

562According to Theorem 1, each EV selects charging station
563based on that the value Nj=N

pile
j of each CS, which approxi-

564mately equals to NPM

j¼1 N
pile
j

. We propose two algorithms for

565EV and CS in Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5, respectively.

566In Algorithm 4, there are mainly two parts. The first part
567(from lines 3 to 9) is similar to the part from lines 2 to 8 in
568Algorithm 1. The second part (from lines 10 to 18) is similar
569to the part from lines 9 to 21 in Algorithm 1.

570Algorithm 5. CS Selection Algorithm (CS Part)

571Input: Ave N=
PM

j¼1 N
pile
j , synchronized timer

572Output: Nj; rj
5731 initialize the rj and Npile

j ;
5742 repeat
5753 receive the sijjj 2 SM

� �
from EVi;

5764 update and broadcast the number of EVs currently select
577this CSNj;
5785 until synchronized timer expires
5796 calculate the rj;
5807 return Nj; rj.

581Also, in Algorithm 5, the CSs wait the selection decision
582from each EV, and then update the number of EVs as Nj.

5835.2 Stage-II of DCS

584After we decide the variable sijji 2 SN; j 2 SM

� �
, the rest of

585the problem is given as

P4 min
Lpp;Lcs;x

aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c
� �

�
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi � plastdijb
� �� � !

s:t: C1;C2;C5:
587587

588As the price parameters pcsj and ppp are not in the con-
589straints, they can be removed. Then, to solve P4, we first
590write the Lagrange function as

L Lpp;Lcs;x; �1; �2ð Þ ¼ aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c
� �

�
XN
i¼1

XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi � plastdijb
� �� � !

þ�1

XM
j¼1

Lcs
j � Lpp

 !

þ
XM
j¼1

�2j

XN
i¼1

sijxi � Lcs
j

 ! !
;

(35)

592592

593where �2 ¼ �2jjj 2 SM

� �
, Lcs ¼ Lcs

j jj 2 SM

n o
, x ¼ xiji 2 SNf g,

594and xmax
i � xi � xmin

i , 8i 2 SN .
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595 Then, the dual function is as

D �1; �2ð Þ ¼ min
Lpp;Lcs;x

L Lpp;Lcs;x; �1; �2ð Þ

¼ P �1ð Þ þ
XM
j¼1

Cj �1; �2j

� �þXN
i¼1

Ei �2j

� �
;

(36)

597597

598 where

P �1ð Þ ¼ min
Lpp

aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c
� �

� �1L
pp (37)600600

601

Cj �1; �2j

� � ¼ min
Lcs

�1L
cs
j � �2jL

cs
j ; j 2 SM (38)603603

604

Ei �2j

� � ¼min
x

XM
j¼1

sij plastdijbþ �2jxi

� �� �

�
XM
j¼1

sij m� rj
� �

ri lnxi

� �� �
; i 2 SN:

(39)

606606

607

608 According to P �1ð Þ, one can get the optimal solution of
609 Lpp as

Lpp	 ¼ �1 � b

2a
: (40)

611611

612

613 Then, the optimal solution of xi can be obtained accord-
614 ing to (39) as

x	i ¼
xmax
i ; if

m�rjð Þri
�2j

> xmax
i

m�rjð Þri
�2j

; if
m�rjð Þri

�2j
2 xmin

i ; xmax
i

� 	
xmin
i ; if

m�rjð Þri
�2j

< xmin
i

8>>>><
>>>>:

: (41)

616616

617

618 The optimal Lagrange multipliers can be obtained by
619 maximizing the dual problem as

P5 max
�1�0;�2�0

D �1; �2ð Þ:
621621

622

623 In order to solve P5, first we put (40) into D �1; �2j

� �
, and

624 let
@D �1;�2jð Þ

@�1
¼ 0, then the optimal value of �1 is given as

�	1 ¼ 2a
XM
j¼1

Lcs
j þ b: (42)

626626

627

628 We can also find the optimal solution of �2j in the same
629 way. However, as the optimal value of �2j requires the pri-
630 vate information from EVs like ri, we employ the gradient
631 descent method to get the optimal value of �2j as

�
ðtþ1Þ
2j ¼ �

ðtÞ
2j � g

XN
i¼1

sijxi � Lcs
j

 !" #þ
; 8j 2 SM; (43)

633633

634 where
PN

i¼1 sijxi is charging demand from EVs that select

635 the jth CS and Lcs
j is the charging capacity distributed from

636 PP according to the following equation

Lcs
j ¼ Lpp	 XN

i¼1 sijxi

.XM

j¼1
XN

i¼1 sijxi

� �
; (44)

638638

639where (44) guarantees Lpp ¼PM
j¼1 L

cs
j . This can be seen as

640one of the necessary conditions for P4 to minimize its objec-
641tive function.
642One can also see that the expressions of (37), (38) and (39)
643are similar to that of (4), (5) and (6). Then, the Lagrange mul-
644tipliers �1 and �2j can be the prices ppp and pcsj respectively.
645Therefore, the price variables are solved.
646We also present the flow chart of DCS in Fig. 2.
647The process of DCS can be explained as follows.
648Step 1: DCS starts the first stage with a timer T1. Each EV
649calls Algorithm 4 to select the CS independently. Each CS
650calls Algorithm 5 in response to EV’s selection.
651Step 2: When T1 expires or all the EVs complete the CS
652selection, they can enter into stage 2. Then, all the EVs, CSs
653and PP initialize their variables.
654Step 3: Each EV receives the charging price from the CSs
655and calculate its charging demands according to (41), and
656then sends their demands to the CS which they select.
657Step 4: All the CSs receive the demands from EVs, and
658then forward them to PP.
659Step 5: PP receives all the charging demands from CSs
660and then checks that if all the demands converge. If so, it
661can end and exit. Otherwise, PP calculates the optimal gen-
662eration capacity using (40) and then updates the electricity
663price according to (42) and distributes the generation capac-
664ity to each CS according to (44). Finally, PP sends the
665updated charging capacities to all the CSs.
666Step 6: CSs receive the charging capacities from the PP,
667and then update the charging prices according to (43) and
668send the prices to all the EVs. After that, it can go to Step 2.

6696 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6706.1 Parameters Setting

671Assume there are N EVs and M CSs randomly distributed
672in a 50 km� 50 km square area, and 1 PP supplies electricity
673to all the CSs. Also assume there are 5 types of EVs with the
674battery capacities cap and shown in Table 2 [39].

Fig. 2. The flowchart of DCS
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i is randomly gener-
676 ated in the interval ½0:8� cap; cap�, and the minimum charg-
677 ing demand xmin

i is randomly generated from ½0:1� cap;
678 0:3� cap�. Similar to [40], we set the number of charging
679 piles in each CS randomly from ½3; 8�.
680 Also, the distance from ith EV to jth CS is denoted by the

681 Manhattan distance as xevi � xcs
j

 þ yevi � ycsj

 ; i 2 SN ;
682 j 2 SM , where xev

i ; xcsj are the horizontal coordinates, and

683 yevi ; y
cs
j are the vertical coordinates.

684 In Table 3, we set the initial value of �1 as �
ð0Þ
1 ; and set the

685 initial value of �2j as �
ð0Þ
2j ; j 2 SM . In addition, b is set accord-

686 ing to [41]. The value of a and b are set according to [42]. For
687 the range of a, b and c, we analyse them as follows. In order
688 to ensure that aðLppÞ2 þ bLpp þ c always increase to the posi-
689 tive axis, b should be no less than 0. Also, the parameter c
690 represents the fixed costs such as maintenance and therefore
691 we set c > 0. a is also given as a > 0.
692 Normally the charging cost of the EV is larger than the dis-
693 tance cost, i.e., pcsj xi � plastdijb; 8i 2 SN . In the simulation, we
694 set the charging cost 10 times the same as the distance cost.
695 We also obtain an upper bound for plast: plast <

PN
i¼1

696
PM

j¼1 sijp
cs
j xi=ð10b

PN
i¼1
PM

j¼1 sijdijÞ, where pcsj is close to 1 in
697 the optimization process. we also set the upper bound of plast
698 as 1.0. Also, after several tests,we can determine the appropri-
699 ate plast value according to the above inequality.
700 The simulation is performed on MATLAB R2016b
701 installed in the computer equipped with Intel Core i5-7500
702 3.4 GHz processor with 4 cores and 8 GB memory.

703 6.2 Comparison Strategies

704 6.2.1 Nearest Distance Charging Strategy

705 In the Nearest Distance Charging Strategy (NDCS), each EV
706 selects its nearest CS. Then other continuous variables are
707 solved by applying DCS.

708 6.2.2 Random Selection Charging Strategy

709 In the Random Selection Charging Strategy (RSCS), each EV
710 randomly selects the CS, and other continuous variables are
711 solved by applying DCS.

712 6.2.3 Exhaustive Strategy

713 In the Exhaustive Strategy (ES), all the possible combinations
714 of the selection variables of s are checked. After the decision
715 is determined, P3 is solved by using themethod in CCS.

716 6.2.4 Cross Entropy Method Strategy

717 The Cross Entropy Method Strategy (CEMS) is an intelligent
718 optimization algorithm, which has the state transition

719probability matrix storing the probabilities of selection deci-
720sions. The parameters are set according to [43], where the
721rarity parameter is 0.03; the smoothing parameter is 0.9; the
722stopping constant is 10 and the number of samples per itera-
723tion is 100. In each iteration, the EVs select the CSs accord-
724ing to the transition probability matrix first, and then the
725other variables are optimized by using the method in CCS.

7266.2.5 Multi-Agent Game Strategy

727Here, we further put forward the game theory based strat-
728egy i.e., Multi-Agent Game Strategy (MAGS), where all the
729EVs, CSs and PP are denoted as agents. We optimize their
730variables independently and then exchange the information
731among them until convergence. For i-th EV which selects
732the jth CS, its optimal charging demand is as

x	i ¼ max min m� rj
� �

ri=p
cs
j ; x

max
i

n o
; xmin

i

n o
: (45) 734734

735

736Also, the charging price pcsj is updated by:

p
cs; tþ1ð Þ
j ¼ p

cs; tð Þ
j � g Lcs

j �
XN
i¼1

sijxi

" #
: (46)

738738

739

740The capacity of PP is:

Lpp	 ¼ ppp � bð Þ= 2að Þ; (47) 742742

743

744and its price is:

ppp	 ¼ 2a
XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1

sijxi þ b: (48)
746746

747

748Also, charging capacity of CS is distributed by:

Lcs
j ¼ Lpp	 XN

i¼1
sijxi=

XM
j¼1

XN
i¼1

sijxi

 !
: (49)

750750

751

752A flow chart of MAGS is proposed in Fig. 3, which has
753the similar execution process as the stage-II in DCS.
754The convergence condition is set to:

CF ¼
PN

i¼1 xi � Lpp
 

Lpp
� s; (50)

756756

757where the parameter s is set to 0.001.

7586.3 Convergence Performance

759In this simulation, the number of CSs M is set to 50, and the
760number of EVs N is set as 1000. The convergence curve is

TABLE 2
Parameters for EV Models

EV Model Battery
Capacity (kWh)

Assumed
Market Share

Tesla Model X 90 35%
Nissan Leaf 30 25%
BMW i3 33 15%
Chevy Bolt 60 15%
Kia Soul EV 27 10%

TABLE 3
Simulation Parameters Setting

Parameter Value Parameter Value

plast 1.0$/kWh b 0.2kWh/km
a 10�5$/kW2h b 0.1$/kWh
c 10$ m 1.0
ri ½10; 50� g 10�7
�
ð0Þ
1 1.0$/kWh �

ð0Þ
2j ; j 2 SM 1.0$/kWh

TANG ET AL.: CONGESTION-BALANCED ANDWELFARE-MAXIMIZED CHARGING STRATEGIES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES 9
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761 shown in Fig. 4, where one can see that the iterations of
762 DCS, RSCS and NDCS are the same, as they adopt the same
763 process to optimize their continuous variables. Although
764 the iterations of MAGS is 3, its running time is much higher
765 than that of DCS, which can be found in Fig. 5.
766 In Fig. 5, one can see that the running time of MAGS is
767 the highest among the compared algorithms. The reason for
768 this is that MAGS needs to dynamically exchange informa-
769 tion between EV and CS. In addition, when EV selects the
770 CS, it changes the parameter r, which may lead to instability
771 of MAGS and then affect the convergence of MAGS.

7726.4 Performance in Small Scale Scenario

773Considering the high complexity of ES, we only check it in a
774small scale. First, we define the CS congestion equilibrium
775(i.e., balance) indexes (CEI) as:

CEI ¼
XM

j¼1 conj �
PM

j¼1 conj

M


: (51)

777777

778Here, the number of CSs M is set to 3, and we randomly
779generate the number of charging piles for each CS from
780[1,3]. The number of EVs increases from 10 to 15. The con-
781vergence factor s of DCS is set to 0.000001. Other parame-
782ters are the same as before.
783In Fig. 6, one can see that the performance of CCS andDCS
784are quite similar to ES. The difference between ES and CCS is
785less than 1.5 percent, when the number of EV equals to 15.
786In Fig. 7, we further present the CEI indexes of the three
787algorithms. One can see that the CEIs of CCS and DCS are
788smaller than those of ES in most cases. When the number of
789EVs is above 14, the CEIs of CCS and DCS are close to 0,
790which indicates that the congestion degree of all the CSs is
791nearly the same.

7926.5 Performance in Large Scale Scenario

793In this section, the performance of CCS and DCS is exam-
794ined, with the comparison to intelligent optimization algo-
795rithm, i.e., CEMS. The number of CSs M is set to 50, and the
796number of EVs increases from 1000 to 2000, with a step of
797200. The number of charging piles at the CS is randomly
798selected from [3, 8]. Convergence parameter s of DCS is set
799to 0.000001.

801

801

802

803

804

805

806

807

808

809

810

811

812

813

Fig. 3. The flowchart of MAGS.

Fig. 4. The convergence performance.

Fig. 5. The performance of running time.

Fig. 6. The optimality of social welfare in small scale.

Fig. 7. The congestion balance indexes CEI in small scale.
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814815 As shown in Fig. 8, the performance of CEMS is worse than
816 that of CCS and DCS. This is because CEMS is based on the
817 transfer probability matrix when choosing charging stations
818 and by storing better optimization results, the selection of
819 CS may reach to the better results. Also, CEMS may fall into
820 the local optimization due to the parameter setting.
821 In Fig. 9, one sees that the congestion balance of CEMS is
822 not as good as CCS and DCS, which may lead to insufficient
823 utilization of resources of the charging station.

824 6.6 Influence of the Number of EVs and CSs

825 In this section, we set the number of CSs to 20, and the num-
826 ber of EVs increasing from 1000 to 4000 in a step of 200. The
827 convergence parameter of s is set to 0.001. Other parameters
828 are shown in Table 3.
829 According to Fig. 10, one can see the performance of CCS
830 is the best among all the compared algorithms. When the
831 number of EVs increases, the performance gap increases as
832 well. The performance of RSCS and NDCS is worse than
833 that of other algorithms.
834 From Fig. 11, one sees that the CEI indexes of NDCS and
835 RSCS are much larger than those of the other three algo-
836 rithms in the above sub-figure, which shows the poor con-
837 gestion balance of NDCS and RSCS. In the below sub-figure
838 of Fig. 11, one can see that the CEI index of MAGS is larger
839 than that of CCS and DCS. In addition, we find that the CEI
840 of MAGS is more than ten times as that of CCS and DCS.
841 Moreover, it can be seen from the Fig. 12 that the time
842 consumed by MAGS is much longer than that of other com-
843 pared algorithms. The reason why the running time of

844MAGS dose not increase linearly is that the charging range
845of all the EVs and the number of charging piles of CSs are
846randomly generated, and therefore result in different con-
847vergence performance.
848It is also worth noting that the execution time of CCS is the
849same as that of DCS, both of which are very small. This is
850becauseCCS is not solved by the internal pointmethodor other
851iterativemethods, but based on the closed-form solutions.
852To study the influence of the changing number of CSs,
853we set the number of EVs as 2000, with the number of CSs
854increases from 10 to 50 and step size setting as 2.
855It can be seen from Fig. 13 that when the number of CSs
856changes, the performance of CCS and DCS is close to that of
857MAGS, and much better than that of NDCS and RSCS.
858However, when we compare the running time, MAGS is
859much longer than other four compared algorithms.

Fig. 8. The optimality of social welfare in large scale.

Fig. 9. The congestion balance indexes CEI in large scale.

Fig. 10. The maximal social welfare vs the number of EVs.

Fig. 11. The CEI vs. the number of EVs.

Fig. 12. The running time vs the number of EVs.
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860 In Fig. 14, with the increase of the number of CSs, the CEI
861 values of the five comparison algorithms increase as well.
862 The CEI value of NDCS is the largest, followed by that of
863 RSCS. The CEI values of the above two algorithms are
864 much higher than those of the other three comparison algo-
865 rithms, i.e., CCS, DCS and MAGS.
866 By further comparing the CEI values of CCS, DCS and
867 MAGS, we find that the CEI of MAGS is higher than those
868 of CCS and DCS, which illustrates the considerable perfor-
869 mance of CCS and DCS in terms of the congestion balance.

870 6.7 The Influence of Parametersm and ri
871 In this part, the number of EVs is set to 2000 and the number
872 of CSs is set to 20. Also, m is increased from 1.0 to 4.8 in a

873step of 0.2. As ri is set as a random parameter, we set its
874upper bound increasing from 10 to 90 with the step size of 4.
875In Fig. 15, one can see that the performance of the five
876compared algorithms increases linearly with the increase of
877m, and the performance of CCS, MAGS and DCS is slightly
878higher than that of NDCS and RSCS.
879Also, as the CEI indexes of NDCS and RSCS are not as
880good and therefore we do not put their CEI indexes in
881Fig. 15. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the CEI index of
882MAGS is much larger than that of CCS and DCS. Also, with
883the increase of m, CCS and DCS still have considerable per-
884formance in terms of congestion balance.
885In Fig. 16, one can see that the CCS, DCS and MAGS per-
886form better than NDCS and RSCS. In addition, one sees that
887the CEI index of MAGS decreases with the increase of the
888upper bound of ri, but it is still has larger value than that of
889CCS and DCS.

8907 CONCLUSION

891In this paper, we have proposed the smart charging schedul-
892ing model for electric vehicles considering social welfare
893maximization and congestion balance between different
894charging stations. We first presented the utility functions of
895power plant, charging stations and electric vehicles, and then
896proposed the social welfare maximization problem, which
897turns to be a MINLP and difficult to address. We proposed
898the centralized algorithm, i.e., CCS as well as the distributed
899algorithm, i.e., DCS to tackle the problem successfully. CCS
900has better performance than DCS but requires the private
901information from the EVs, whereas DCS can run decent-
902ralized and therefore, users do not upload their personal
903information to the control centre for resource allocation.
904We verified both algorithms via simulation in terms of
905social welfare, congestion balance of charging station and
906executing time.
907For the future work, we aim to further study the charging
908scheduling algorithm integrated with renewable energy.
909Additionally, we plan to integrate the computing require-
910ment in the charging algorithm, with the help of the popular
911mobile edge computing technologies.
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